Stix Workstations
by Thinking Works

Inspired by natural and timeless
building techniques to support the
modern work environment.

Stix is a design led
workstation inspired by
the honest construction of
bamboo scaffolding.

Stix is available with fixed height and height
adjustable framework, allowing a seamless transition
from one to the other due to the cohesive design
language of the Stix system.
The thoughtfully designed wire management system
consists of a continuous extruded aluminium cable
duct which cleanly conceals reticulation of power
and data cables.
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Moulded end caps along with lids neatly finish the
visible ends of the cable duct while allowing access
to power and data sockets.

Design Updates
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Stix has recently undergone improvements in design, rendering the system more
streamlined with cleaner cable management.

Update 02
Fabric pocket allows for
improved concealment of
cabling and equipment
Update 02
Addition of a fabric umbilical
hides cables and keeps them
organised and accessible
Update 01
Improved and concealed
cable management

Update 01
Streamlined
Cable Duct

The cable tray has been updated to a slim line cable
duct design which is now fully enclosed to conceal
the cable management for a cleaner aesthetic.
Access panels within the duct allow servicing as
required.

Update 02
Neat Cable
Management

The addition of a power pocket and fabric umbilical
allow for improved concealment of cabling at each
workpoint.
This results in improved access to cable
management for IT services in addition to minimising
the visual effects of the required cabling.

Design Updates
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Stix has recently undergone improvements in design, rendering the system more
streamlined with cleaner cable management.
Update 04
Updated PET screen design,
well suited to newly introduced
physical distancing requirements

Update 03
Newly added soft felt under-desk
pockets in two designs

Update 03
New
Accessories

Additional accessories in a soft touch, felt material
are now available including an umbilical together
with two versions of the power pocket that are fixed
to the underside of the worktop and assist in cable
management. The felt material provides a calmer
aesthetic to the workplace interior.

Update 04
New PET
Screens

The PET screens now feature a 24mm thickness that
allows for greater stability and less flex.
The redesign of the PET screens allows for screening
to run the full width of the worktop. This update assists
with physical distancing between employees within
the workplace.

Stix in the Workplace
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The Stix workstation is ergonomically designed in either fixed height or height adjustable models, accommodating sit to stand requirements.
With consideration to changing needs within the workplace, the updated screens may now extend to the full length of the worktop to enhance physical distancing.

Screen Options
Shared screens create
distance between staff
in addition to observing
recommended distancing

Screen Options
Individual screens create
distance between staff
with added autonomy
when using the height
adjustment mechanisms
in addition to observing
recommended distancing

Grouped Workpoint Configurations
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Stix provides the ability for multiple compositions within the workplace and is designed to suit various team sizes and structures. Single or double sided arrangements in
linear form and 90 degree or 120 degree configurations are available as standard.

Further Resources
Click to view online

Certifications
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Designed by

Exclusively available across
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